
STEWARD'S REPORT

Horsham
Tuesday, 10 Sep 2019

Weather conditions: Overcast

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: D. Verberne

Stewards: J. Rea & P. Watson

Judges: T. Lockwood

Lure Drivers: R. Hamilton

Starter: N. Bergen

Kennel Supervisor: D. Hodgetts

Kennel Attendants: J. O'Neil

Veterinarian: Dr. G.Hargreaves

Race 1
GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM

3:24 pm
410m

Maiden

King's Honour was slow to begin.

Murder Nova checked off Cyclone Fergus approaching the first turn. Zombie Hunter and King's Honour
collided approaching the first turn. Murder Nova, Zombie Hunter and King's Honour collided on the first
turn, checking Zombie Hunter and King's Honour and severely checking Murder Nova. Murder Nova and
King's Honour collided approaching the home turn.

Murder Nova underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was detected.

Zombie Hunter underwent a post-race veterinary examination - no apparent injury was detected.

A sample was taken from Cyclone Fergus - the winner of the event.

Fourth placing was incorrectly shown on the semaphore board as Murder Nova (Box 2) before being
corrected to Zombie Hunter (Box 4). All Clear was given on the placings 3-7-1-4.

Race 2
3WM/MIXX FM (0-1 WIN)

3:44 pm
410m

Restricted Win

Pontiac Icon was slow to begin.

Fabrebab and Una's Boy collided soon after the start, checking Fabrebab. Fabrebab and Una's Boy
collided on the first turn, checking Fabrebab, Una's Boy and Pontiac Icon. Super Normal and Partnership
collided approaching the home turn, checking Super Normal and Isabella Icefish. Super Normal checked
off Partnership approaching the home turn. Fabrebab checked off Super Normal approaching the home
turn, checking Isabella Icefish. Fabrebab checked off Super Normal entering the home straight. Super
Normal and Pontiac Icon collided in the home straight, checking both greyhounds. Pontiac Icon galloped
on Super Normal approaching the winning post, checking Super Normal. 

Race 3
DOWNLOAD THE WATCHDOG APP

HT1
4:04 pm
410m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Get Go Boy, Crackerjack Kane and Close To Carnage collided approaching the first turn, checking
Crackerjack Kane and Close To Carnage. Dashing Pedro checked off Shadrack approaching the first turn.
Crackerjack Kane and Hulking Moon collided approaching the home turn. Dashing Pedro and Close To
Carnage collided on the home turn.

Race 4
ON-SITE ENGINEERING (0-1 WIN)

4:19 pm
485m

Restricted Win

Breakaway, Rampant Loch, Kris Le Cashew and Double Drop collided soon after the start, checking
Rampant Loch and Kris Le Cashew. Double Drop galloped on the heels of Breakaway approaching the
first turn, checking Breakaway, Double Drop and Delusional Fab. Stagger Loot and Ravenous Rex collided
approaching the first turn, checking Stagger Loot, Rampant Loch and Breakway; Breakway pulled up and
took no further competitive part in the event. Double Drop checked off Delusional Fab on the first turn.
Delusional Fab checked off Rampant Loch approaching the home turn. Unrivalled Dusty raced wide on the
home turn and in the home straight.

Breakaway underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have sustained a compound
fracture of the right radius and ulna. Breakaway was humanely euthanased.

Race 5
CHS GROUP HT2

4:39 pm
410m

Mixed 6/7 Heat

Sonoma Icon was slow to begin.

Benchester crossed to the running rail soon after the start, checking Zipping Lach, Don's Scolari, Scott
Confusion and Stilton Rush. Stilton Rush checked off Zipping Lach approaching the first turn. Stilton Rush,
Scott Confusion and Don's Scolari collided on the first turn, checking Don's Scolari and Scott Confusion,
and severely checking Stilton Rush. Benchester checked off Charley Davidson on the home turn and fell.
Stilton Rush visibly eased, turned its head outwards and collided repeatedly with Scott Confusion in the
home straight.

Stilton Rush underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a spike wound to the left



fore and left and right sartorius muscle injuries. A 7 day stand down period was imposed. Stewards spoke
to handler Mrs. P. Smith regarding the greyhound's racing manners in the home straight. Acting under the
provisions of GAR 69(B)(1), Stilton Rush was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment
(by reason of injury). Mrs. Smith pleaded guilty to the charge, Stilton Rush must perform a Satisfactory Trial
(all tracks) pursuant to GAR 69(B)(1)(a) before any future nomination will be accepted.

Benchester underwent a post-race veterinary examination and no apparent injury was detected.

Race 6
CRYMELON KENNELS (3-6 WINS)

FINAL
4:57 pm
410m

Restricted Win Final

Cloona Reward and So Say collided soon after the start. So Say, All Of Us and Nessie Bale collided soon
after the start, checking Nessie Bale. So Say and Nessie Bale collided on the first turn, checking Nessie
Bale. All Of Us and Aston Poker collided on the first turn, checking All Of Us. So Say and Kraken Tex
collided approaching the home turn, checking both greyhounds. So Say checked off Kraken Tex on the
home turn. Aston Poker turned its head outwards in the home straight and collided with Fierce An' Fancy
and Cloona Reward, checking Fierce An' Fancy and Cloona Reward.

Aston Poker underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a left pencil muscle
injury, a 5 day stand down period was imposed. Stewards spoke to trainer Mr. J . Thompson regarding the
greyhound's racing manners in the home straight. Acting under the provisions of GAR 69(B)(1), Aston
Poker was charged with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment (by reason of injury). Mr. Thompson
pleaded guilty to the charge, Aston Poker must perform a Satisfactory Trial (all tracks) pursuant to GAR
69(B)(1)(a) before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 7
THE WEEKLY ADVERTISER

5:22 pm
410m

Grade 5

Rocket Strike, Knock The Clock and Bingo Boon collided soon after the start. Rocket Strike checked off
Knock The Clock on the first turn. Spolly James, Knock The Clock and Bingo Boon collided approaching
the home turn, checking Knock The Clock and Bingo Boon. Spolly James and Bingo Boon collided in the
home straight.

Race 8
PRESIDENT'S CUP FINAL

5:45 pm
485m

S/E Final

Seal The Deal and Black Opium collided approaching the first turn. Seal The Deal galloped on the heels of
Black Opium on the first turn, checking Got Some Wheels and Seal The Deal, severely checking Black
Opium, and causing Nitro Value and Deliver to fall. 

Stewards delayed the announcement of All Clear in order to review the video footage to ensure that
Deliver, which jumped the running rail and crossed the infield, had not interfered with the remainder of the
event. After viewing the footage Stewards were satisfied that the actions of Deliver had not impacted the
rest of the field and All Clear was given on the semaphored numbers.

Nitro Value underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a spike wound to the left
foreleg and a left sartorius muscle injury. A 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Deliver underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a spike wound to the left
hind. No stand down period was imposed.

Black Opium underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a left sartorius muscle
injury. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Too Easy Jack - the winner of the event.

Race 9
TAB.COM.AU

6:07 pm
410m

Mixed 3/4

Atlas Anonymous was slow to begin.

A sample was taken from Chops Malone - the winner of the event.

Race 10
CEC HOPPER & SONS

6:25 pm
410m

Grade 5

Jasper Beardly and Tye Me Over were slow to begin.

Zulu Smoke and Kraken Witch collided approaching the first turn, checking Kraken Witch. Line Trike
checked off Speedy Spyro on the first turn.

A sample was taken from Zulu Smoke - the winner of the event.

Race 11
TAB MULTIPLIER (250+ RANK)

6:50 pm
410m

Grade 5 No Penalty

Dragonstone was quick to begin.

Aston Lagonda checked off Black Pocket on the first turn, checking Don't Tell Pappa. Dragonstone and
Mindy's Girl collided on the home turn. Atlas Bombshell and Dragonstone collided in the home straight.
Mindy's Girl raced wide in the home straight.

Don't Tell Pappa underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a spike wound to
the left hind. No stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Jacobite Hammer - the winner of the event.

Race 12 Tiggerlong Ring checked off Undeniably soon after the start. Tiggerlong Ring and Savannah Icon collided



WIMMERA AQUATRAIL (250+ RANK)
7:08 pm
410m

Grade 5 No Penalty

approaching the first turn, checking Tiggerlong Ring.

Savannah Icon underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a spike wound to the
left hind leg. A 3 day stand down period was imposed.




